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The proliferation of medical misinformation on social media is a growing, global
public health concern.1 The medical
community is responding to this pervasive
threat; earlier this year, the Chief Executive of the American Medical Association
wrote to the leading technology companies calling for more action to ‘ensure that
users have access to scientifically valid
information on vaccinations’.2 Similarly,
the editors of leading cardiology journals
recently collaborated to ‘sound the alarm’
on this issue and call for a coordinated
effort from purveyors of web-based media
to help to address medical misinformation.3 It is likely that a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach, using a wide range
of interventions, will be required to
counter the spread of medical misinformation on social media.4 This editorial
discusses potential strategies to help to
address this important public health issue.

Careful dissemination

Careful dissemination of medical research
is paramount in the fight against medical
misinformation. Evidence suggests that
research findings are often exaggerated or
misrepresented in press releases and news
media,5 and one of the main factors associated with ‘spin’ in press releases is ‘spin’
in article abstract conclusions.6 It is crucial
that research findings are presented in
an accurate, unbiased and balanced way
in the biomedical literature, if we are to
expect news media journalists and the
general public to interpret these findings
appropriately. A recent randomised trial
demonstrated that small changes in press
release headlines, in addition to explicit
caveats/causality statements in the main
text of press releases, can improve the
accuracy of subsequent news headlines
and stories.7 A report published in 2017
by the Academy of Medical Sciences
contains detailed recommendations for
researchers, press offices and journalists
to guide accurate communication of scientific information to the public.8 Moreover,
using evidence-based frameworks, such as
the Disseminating Research Information
through Facebook and Twitter (DRIFT)
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framework, may help to standardise
the way in which research findings are
communicated to the general public via
social media.9
Medical journals may be able to help to
address medical misinformation.10 Many
journals are already actively engaged in
education and research dissemination
via social media; journals could further
engage directly with the public by more
frequently curating accurate and accessible lay summaries of important research
findings. In addition, journal editors could
commission articles reviewing specific
controversial health topics, as well as
inviting submissions focussing on interventions to combat medical misinformation online.10

Expert fact-checking

A possible countermeasure is to perform
targeted, expert fact-
checking of social
media posts. The method by which expert
fact-checking is performed can mirror the
open peer-review process used by medical
journals: independent experts can be
identified and asked to publicly review
the content of social media posts to determine their accuracy. Specific fact-checking
processes can be tailored to individual
social media platforms. For example,
labelling tweets with a ‘Reviewed Content’
status, following a formal peer-
review
process, could be a way to flag content as
‘fact-checked’ on Twitter.11 Experts could
critically appraise a tweet and produce a
written response comprising a brief, lay
summary of the evidence in addition to
a detailed, referenced, evidence review.
This review could be directly linked to
the original tweet, to provide users with
quick access to fact-checked information.
A key consideration is how to best identify
content for peer-review: algorithm-based
approaches, followed by robust screening
processes, may help to identify popular
tweets containing specific health-
related
content of public health importance.
There is an urgent need for more
research to identify the most effective
methods for expert fact-
checking of
health claims on social media. Current
evidence suggests that to maximise the
impact of the fact-
checking process,
corrective information should come
from credible expert sources and specific
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health messages should be simple and
should ‘focus on the facts to be communicated rather than the misinformation to
be corrected’, to minimise the ‘backfire
effect’ in which corrections paradoxically
strengthen misperceptions.12 13 However,
recent findings suggest that even simple
‘false-tag’ retractions (messages repeating
a false claim while tagging it as false) can
reduce belief in false claims, without any
evidence of the ‘backfire effect’, while
short-format (140 characters) refutations
maybe even more effective.14

Social media campaigns

Research is urgently needed to identify
effective ways to infiltrate ‘information
silos’ and ‘echo chambers’ to counter
selective exposure, minimise confirmation
bias and encourage balanced debate on
topics of public health importance. One
way to reach specific audiences may be to
collaborate with social media influencers
or key opinion leaders. For example,
collaborating with ‘mommy bloggers’ on
specific health promotion campaigns may
help to facilitate dissemination of accubased health information
rate, evidence-
to target audiences.15 Burke-Garcia et
al15 suggest that such collaborations ‘can
leverage the established, powerful, well-
used and trusting online social networks
established on mommy blogs’. Similarly,
expert health organisations could consider
forging alliances with social media influencers and key opinion leaders, to run
targeted health promotion campaigns.
Lutkenhaus et al16 recently demonstrated,
using network and content analysis of
tweets related to vaccine hesitancy in the
Netherlands, that it is possible to identify
online communities with specific health
perceptions and identify social media
influencers as potential collaboration
partners within the vaccination network.
The authors suggest that ‘health communication professionals and social influencers can collaborate effectively to create
health interventions that are tailored to
the preferences, perceptions and cultures
of these online communities’.16 Whether
these concepts can be used to help to tailor
social media campaigns to combat medical
misinformation requires further research.

Greater public engagement

Traditional public health engagement
campaigns, led by expert health organisations, may be needed to address specific
cases of misinformation. It is also possible
that public health organisations could
benefit from appointing figureheads
from medical specialities (for example,
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Strategies to combat medical
misinformation on social media

Editorial
Doctors as advocates

Doctors are well-placed to help to counter
medical misinformation online, yet
have historically been cautioned against
engaging with social media in a professional capacity, due to the risks associated
with the blurring of personal and professional boundaries.22 However, the threat
from medical misinformation is such that
it demands a proactive, collaborative
response from key stakeholders, including
doctors. Doctors may be able to help to
mitigate the medical misinformation mess
by curating and disseminating evidence-
based content to the general public via
social media platforms, such as Twitter
and Facebook. However, it is important
to consider how well a tweet, containing
only 280 characters, summarises findings
from a complex study; it may be difficult
to discuss the nuances and limitations of
research using this limited word count.
It is, therefore, important that doctors
receive appropriate training regarding
effective use of social media for health
promotion.
In addition, doctors should use patient
encounters to communicate scientific
consensus and signpost to reliable,
evidence-
based online resources while
cautioning against the reliability of health
information shared on social media.
General practitioners could even provide
leaflets or checklists containing basic
tips regarding how to identify red flags
for misinformation online. At the very
least, an individual doctor or scientist can
become a ‘nerd of trust’ within their own
social network.23 Whether we like it or
not, patients are using the Internet as a
medical resource and are obtaining health
information via social media. We should
use our expertise to create and endorse
based
more reliable, accessible Internet-
patient resources while encouraging
and participating in the sharing of fact-
checked medical information on social
media.

Developing a culture of factchecking

A key goal should be to foster a culture
of fact-checking within the general public.
Evidence suggests that people with lower
health literacy may be more likely to
trust sources of health information on
social media and blogs.18 By helping
laypeople to develop greater scientific
and critical health literacy skills, we may
empower them to question the validity
of health information shared on social
media. However, there is limited robust
evidence supporting the use of specific
interventions to increase online health
literacy and improve individuals ability
to evaluate claims about the effects of
health interventions.19–21 Community-
based interventions, including collaborative learning and increased social support,
may help to improve older adults critical
based educational
health literacy.19 Web-
interventions may improve knowledge
and skills in the short-
term; however,
the long-
term effects of these interventions are uncertain.20 Further research
is urgently needed to identify optimal
strategies to increase scientific and health
literacy in specific groups; it is likely
that interventions will need to be carefully tailored to benefit difficult-to-reach
populations.

Summary
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The sheer volume of medical information
online can make it difficult to retrieve
reliable, evidence-based information and
distinguish medical fact from fiction. The
multifaceted nature of medical misinformation means that we cannot expect any
single intervention to solve the problem
alone. Further research is urgently needed
to build our understanding of how
medical misinformation spreads via social
media and to identify the most effective
strategies to address this important public
health problem.
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an experienced and trusted cardiologist)
whose specific roles could be to ‘advise the
general public regarding treatments and to
help to dispel misinformation regarding
their specialty’.11 These public engagement officers could augment the public
health-
orientated roles performed by
public health leaders, such as the Surgeon
General in the USA and the Chief Medical
Officer in the UK.
It may also be useful to consider novel
ways to directly engage with the public
to facilitate open dialogue regarding
controversial health topics. An interesting example is the ‘Ask Me Anything’
(AMA) initiative on the social media platform Reddit.17 In AMA sessions, experts
are invited to answer questions from
Reddit users, to encourage a two-
way
dialogue between experts and the public
regarding specific topics. Hara et al17
found that science-themed AMA sessions
were perceived positively by expert
hosts and suggest that this communication format may be a promising way to
actively engage the public in scientific
discussion. Whether this approach can
be applied to topics of healthcare debate
and medical misinformation warrants
further study.
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